
Steel Modular Construction Market 2019
Industry Analysis, Share, Growth, Sales,
Trends, Supply, Forecast to 2025

This report covers market characteristics, size and growth, segmentation, regional breakdowns,

competitive landscape, market shares, trends and strategies

PUNE, INDIA, October 18, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Steel modular construction market deals

with customizing the interiors of offices and home according to the desire of the customers. The

constructions involve equipment decorative elements and also necessary belongings like bed

tables and chairs. Manufacturers use different kinds of material like plastic wood and metal.

Sometimes the constructions involve an entire house. These houses are called module house.

Here the equipment and the furniture used are pre-fabricated and pre-engineered. They are

fitted as per requirement into these houses. Steel modular construction market connects all the

required elements in a newly constructed home or offices into a hub from where customers can

get everything of their wish in their home and that too with their personal customization.

Basically, rapid urbanization and robust industrial advancement are the primary growth inducing

factors of the steel modular construction market. However, there are other reasons that help the

steel modular construction market to grow. Increasing individual net worth and interest in

people to customize their homes uniquely are other driving factors. These factors are expected

the market to reach new heights in the coming years.

According to this study, over the next five years the Steel Modular Construction market will

register a xx% CAGR in terms of revenue, the global market size will reach US$ xx million by 2024,

from US$ xx million in 2019. In particular, this report presents the global revenue market share

of key companies in Steel Modular Construction business, shared in Chapter 3
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Key Players:

The noted participants of the market have been studied in details in this report for covering an

in-depth share analysis of the Steel modular construction market. The analysis includes an

assessment of the growth strategies implemented by these players in the market. Some of these

strategies are mergers & acquisition, collaboration, rising investments, partnership, product
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portfolio development, etc. In addition, the increasing research & development activities are

further expected to impact the growth of the Steel modular construction market favorably in the

forthcoming years.

Red Sea Housing

Bouygues Construction

Skanska

KLEUSBERG

Lendlease

Laing O’Rourke

ATCO

VINCI

Algeco Scotsman

KEF Katerra

Segmentation

The report involves a detailed analysis of the segmentation based on the type and application of

the steel modular construction products. These segments are expected to provide better

prospects for the market in coming years.

Based on the type, the segmentation of the steel modular construction market includes the

different types of modulation provided by the manufacturers. These types include permanent

modular constructions and temporary modular constructions. The temporary modular

constructions are generally portable. The parts can be separately opened and joined as per

requirement.

Based on the application, the segmentation of the steel modular construction market includes

different sectors where these modular constructions are used. The different sectors are

primarily residential industrial and commercial. The residential demands are quite complex to

handle.

Regional Market

The region-specific report of the steel modular construction market includes a detailed analysis

of some prominent regions and countries within that provide the bulk of the revenue, required

for the global market. Prominent regions are North America, South America, Europe, and the

Middle East and Africa.

The market in the Europe and North America are depending more on high investment rate,

better technological inclusion, top-class infrastructure, and fast integration of latest

technologies. The associated sectors are quite well-developed and that is why they can generate

remarkable demand for the product. The industrial sector is gaining much from this steel



modular construction market’s percolation. The US, France, Italy, and the UK are some of the

biggest contributors due to which the growth of the market in these regions would be

substantial.

The APAC market would witness the inclusion of steel modular construction market due to the

high growth rate of the electrical and electronics sector in countries like China, Japan, Korea,

Thailand, and India. Budget in India and China is also increasing, which is expected to transform

the regional market growth.
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